Software Developer - Web and Mobile

We're looking for a software developer who knows their way around modern front end web development frameworks. Ideally someone who's had experience building responsive websites and native mobile apps. We're looking for someone who knows what they're doing, can ensure best practices and standards, and has experience building a strong foundation.

If you enjoy working in a fast-paced tech environment, thrive in a team setting, and want to be part of a booming SaaS company, then we want to hear from you. Hippo is a place you can grow, learn new tech, and work on cool interesting problems.

Qualifications:

- Modern front end web development frameworks (ReactJs, TypeScript, ECMAScript, etc.)
- Understand closures; the difference between bind, call, apply; etc.
- Experience using cross-platform frameworks to build mobile applications (ReactNative, Ionic, etc.)
- Experience working in an Agile software development environment
- Knowledge of unit test patterns
- An understanding of Design Patterns

Key Criteria?

Having the right "Attitude and Aptomitude"! Seriously:

- Desire to learn
- Enjoy being challenged
- Like to participate in a team environment
- Want to see your co-workers excel and succeed
- Enthusiastic about your work

Platform:

- Cloud hosted SaaS (Azure, AWS)
- Multi-Tenant
- Global users
- Microservices and Serverless functions

Nice to have:

- ReactJs
- ReactNative
- Material-UI
- HTML 5/CSS 3
- Building REST APIs
- Application Gateways

Typical Day:

- Daily stand-up meeting
- Pulling the top, most important, valuable item from the sprint plan
- Working that item to completion (Including Unit Tests)
- Reviewing code (Junior to Senior, everyone's code gets PR'd)
- Whiteboarding sessions and teamwork
- Voicing your opinion and understanding the "why" of what you're building
- Contributing directly to the success of the entire team

About Hippo:

Over the past 4 years Hippo’s growth has skyrocketed and is now recognized as a top 10 CMMS contender in a space with more than 300 competitors. We hit 100 customers at the end of 2014, 500 customers in 2016 and aim to close 2018 with well over 1000 customers. With over 950 businesses using our software, Hippo is now recognized as a leader in user friendly maintenance management software. Our customers include Prada, MEC, MTS, Square, Rolls Royce, Sony Centre among many others. Being part of the Hippo team means having the opportunity to work with hundreds of awesome companies!

Culture:

At Hippo, our goal is that everyone on the team looks forward to coming to our office every day. Getting where we are, a recognized leader in the CMMS software space didn’t happen overnight. It required hard work and people who are passionate about what they do. At Hippo we recognize the value that each team member brings and have a culture that encourages teamwork, open communication, learning, creativity and fun. Hippo’s can look forward to summer retreats, escape room, golfing and bowling excursions, Friday social hours, boxing and yoga classes, fitness passes and more. Moreover, we provide an environment that encourages learning - staff enjoy the benefits of career development training, opportunities to use the latest technologies, regular team building and lunch'n learns.

We're always looking for talented, awesome people to join our growing team; if you think this sounds like you, we want to hear from you!

Apply at
https://www.hippocmms.com/careers